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Characterizing Dynamic Decay of Motion of 
Free-standing Rocking Members 
Dimitrios Kalliontzisa), and Sri Sritharanb) 
Rocking is likely the primary dynamic mode of vibration during the earthquake 
response of free-standing structural members. Previous research has routinely 
described the dynamic behavior of these members using a coefficient of restitution 
(r) modeling approach, which is shown in this paper to be insufficient for accurately 
capturing their decaying motion characteristics. Utilizing experimental testing and 
analytical investigation of concrete members, this study concludes that free-
standing members dissipate energy in both a continuous manner and 
instantaneously at impacts at the rocking interface. Accounting for these two energy 
dissipation components is necessary to produce rocking dynamic responses of free-
standing blocks accurately. 
INTRODUCTION 
Free-standing rocking can be defined as the rotational motion of an object that is in contact 
with the base, uses no restrainers (e.g., unbonded post-tensioning), and experiences no 
bouncing or sliding. Housner (1963) examined this behavior analytically and introduced a pair 
of equations to describe the motion of a free-standing rocking rigid block assuming a single 
degree of freedom (SDOF) system. The simple rocking model (SRM) proposed by Housner 
(1963) assumes that natural decay of motion of rigid blocks is solely dependent on an impact 
mechanism. This can be quantified using a geometry-dependent r. Key assumptions of the 
SRM include: the block and its foundation are rigid; no sliding occurs between the block and 
the foundation; no bouncing of the block takes place during its motion; and the block oscillates 
in a single plane. A proposed equation of rocking motion of free-standing blocks is given in 
Eq. 1: 
   sin sgn cos sgno gI MgR Mu RT T D T T D T    ª º ª º¬ ¼ ¬ ¼    (1) 
As identified in Figure 1, which shows a free-standing rocking rigid block, R is the distance 
between the center of gravity (designated as C.G.) and the rotation center, D is the 
characteristic angle of the block, and points O and O΄ at its bottom corners are assumed to be 
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the rotation centers. In addition, M is the mass of the block, oI is its mass moment of inertia 
with respect to the rotation center, and  sgn T represents the sign convention used for the 
angular displacement θ that is defined in Eq. 2: 
  1,  0sgn
1,  0
TT T
!­ ® ¯
     (2) 
 
Figure 1. Free-standing rocking rigid block model by Housner (1963). 
For the case of free vibration and under the assumption of a small characteristic angle (i.e., 
when 20oD d ), Eq. 1 was linearized by Housner in the following form: 
(sgn( ) ) 0oI MgRT T D T                                         (3) 
As suggested by Housner, energy dissipation during rocking motion takes place when the 
block impacts with its foundation. r, which is defined in Eq. 4, describes the reduction of kinetic 
energy in the block during a rocking impact. 
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where 1T and 2T are the angular velocities, and 1K and 2K are the kinetic energies of the block 
just before and just after the impact, respectively.  
Housner computed r by equating the angular momentum just before and just after impact 
about the pivot corner point just after the impact (i.e., Eq. 5). Based on this comparison, an 
expression for r was derived, as shown in Eq. 6. 
                                  1 1 22 sino oI MRb IT T D T                  (5) 
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Following Housner’s treatment, the SRM was utilized to analytically investigate rocking 
responses of free-standing blocks subjected to horizontal ground motions. The research studies 
of Yim et al. (1980) and Aslam et al. (1980) showed that outcomes of such studies are very 
sensitive to the geometric properties of the blocks (i.e., slenderness ratio and size) and the 
intensity of the excitations. Spanos and Koh (1984), Tso and Wong (1989a, b), and Hogan 
(1989) investigated the responses of the SRM due to periodic horizontal ground motions, 
proposing stability boundaries for their responses in consideration to the block properties and 
excitation characteristics. The stability of the SRM under horizontal cycloidal pulses was 
examined by Zhang and Makris (2001), who observed two distinct overturning modes, where 
the blocks experience a) one or more impacts; or b) no impacts. DeJong and Dimitrakopoulos 
(2014) investigated the dynamic responses of rocking mechanisms consisting of two or three 
rigid blocks. A methodology for approximately estimating their responses using an equivalent 
SRM was proposed. In all of these analytical studies, the energy decay was characterized using 
Housner’s r model of Eq. 6. 
Recently, modified SRM (MSRM) formulas of free-standing rocking motion were 
established by Kalliontzis et al. (2016). As with the SRM in Figure 1, the MSRM assumes that 
the block rotates with respect to its bottom corner during the continuous phase of rocking 
motion. However, just before impact, the pivot point of the block is assumed to migrate towards 
the center of the block base, as observed in experiments of prefabricated concrete members. 
Using conservation of angular momentum about this point leads to an improved estimate of r 
in Eq. 7: 
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where cmI denotes the mass moment of inertia of the rocking member about its center of mass 
and k is a dimensionless factor that is selected based on the estimated location of the rotation 
center just before and just after impact. Unless a more accurate value is computed, Kalliontzis 
et al. suggested k = 0.72 based on free-standing rocking experiments conducted on 
prefabricated concrete members. Using this and past data from research studies that used free-
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standing members of concrete and other materials (Priestley et al. 1978; Aslam et al. 1980; 
Lipscombe and Pellegrino 1993; Fielder et al. 1997; Pena et al. 2007; Ogawa 1977; Muto et al. 
1960), they demonstrated that Eq. 7 with k = 0.72 provides a more accurate r than Eq. 6, 
particularly when the slenderness ratio of the rocking block (h/b) is less than 20. 
DYNAMIC DECAY OF ROCKING MOTION 
In SRM and MSRM, energy dissipation is attributable to rocking impacts and is expressed 
using r approaches as detailed in Eqs. 6 and 7, respectively. By solving the linearized equation 
of motion (i.e., Eq. 3) for ( )tT  and using the definition of r (i.e., Eq. 4), the expected peak 
angular displacement after the nth impact, nT , can, therefore, be quantified using Eq. 8 that was 
proposed by Housner (1963). 
2
1 1 1n on COR
TT D D D
ª º§ ·    « »¨ ¸© ¹« »¬ ¼
                                              (8) 
where oT is the initial angular displacement imposed on the free-standing rocking member. Eq. 
8 has been frequently employed by researchers as a simple approach to estimate the dynamic 
amplitude decay of free-standing rocking systems (e.g., Priestley et al. 1978). 
Fielder et al. (1997), however, stated that energy dissipation during free-standing rocking 
may not be only due to impact and that a continuous component (e.g., in the form of viscous 
damping and/or friction) may also contribute to the total energy dissipation. This observation 
was inferred from the discrepancies observed by researchers when comparing numerical 
solutions with experimentally obtained free-standing rocking motions. For example, Figure 2 
presents free vibration of a free-standing rocking steel block with h/b = 4 that was tested by 
Lipscombe and Pellegrino (1993) together with numerical solutions. As expected, the SRM 
did not capture the measured response accurately, while the MSRM produced more comparable 
response. However, after two cycles, the experimental response decays faster than that of the 
MSRM. As shown subsequently, rigid rocking members such as that tested by Lipscombe and 
Pellegrino do not experience flexural response within the blocks. The faster decay of motion 
is, therefore, attributed to a continuous energy dissipation mechanism occurring at and near the 
vicinity of the rocking interface. 
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Figure 2. Comparison between a free vibration test conducted by Lipscombe and Pellegrino (1993) and 
the corresponding analytical results from the MSRM and SRM. 
While the use of continuous energy dissipation mechanism as noted above for rigid rocking 
blocks was not suspected until recently (O’Hagan et al. 2013), it has been used in conjunction 
with the SRM when modelling free-standing members that experience: a) flexure within the 
block; b) sliding movements at the rocking surface; and c) rocking on flexible base (Psycharis 
and Jennings 1983; Chopra and Yim 1985; Oliveto et al. 2003; Chatzis and Smyth (2012); 
Acikgoz and DeJong 2012; Vassiliou et al. 2014). In these studies, viscous damping was used 
primarily to capture the energy losses associated with flexible soils, while viscous and 
Coulomb friction damping were used to capture the energy losses attributable to flexure and 
sliding, respectively.  Although the use of these models could include any possible continuous 
damping that may occur near the interface, none of these studies examined the accuracies of 
the analytical models using experimental data. 
Experimental evidence of continuous energy dissipation was observed by ElGawady et al. 
(2011) when testing a free-standing block rocking on rubber layers. The continuous energy 
dissipation in the rocking motions of the block was attributed by the authors to the hysteretic 
action in the rubber. In another experimental study by Konstantinidis and Makris (2009), 
continuous energy dissipation was noted because of sliding at the rocking interface of free-
standing laboratory equipment. However, this equipment experienced limited rocking 
responses with sliding dominating their overall responses, presumably because of the low 
frictional resistance at the equipment-to-base interface.  
More recently, the companion papers by Vassiliou et al. (2015) and Truniger et al. (2015) 
investigated the dynamic behavior of slender cantilever flexible rocking members, which have 
their masses concentrated at the base and top of the members. An experimental investigation 
was conducted using shake-table testing of eight steel rods all having dimensions of 1.0 m x 
0.012 m (i.e., height x diameter). The rods were attached on steel bases of various dimensions 
and used additional masses at their top, which ranged from 14.72 to 16.65 kg. Most specimens 
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experienced pronounced flexural responses in addition to rocking, producing displacement 
time-histories that significantly differed from those in Figure 2 and previous experiments of 
rocking members (e.g., Priestley et al. 1978; Aslam et al. 1980; Fielder et al. 1997). Analytical 
estimation of their responses used viscous damping to estimate energy losses due to flexure 
within the specimens and impact damping to estimate energy losses at the rocking interface. 
The need to use  combined energy dissipation mechanisms at the rocking interface (i.e., the 
impact and continuous energy dissipation components) to capture the rocking response of rigid 
blocks was identified by O’Hagan et al. (2013), who examined the dynamic response of 
rocking concrete walls with unbonded post-tensioning (designated as controlled rocking 
walls). Because of using the r alone was inadequate to analytically reproduce the angular 
displacement response of their experimental controlled rocking wall, these researchers 
examined the possibility of adding a) equivalent viscous damping (EVD); or b) coulomb 
friction (CF) at the rocking interface to improve the analytical response. Utilizing a free 
vibration experiment and a trial-and-error approach, O’Hagan et al. determined combinations 
of r and EVD or r and CF that produce a good fit with this experiment.  
  
Figure 3. Numerical analyses by O’Hagan et al. using CF of 0.5 kN, the SRM, and the MSRM with 
consideration to controlled rocking, compared with an experimental response (O’Hagan et al. 2013). 
For demonstration, Figure 3 presents comparisons between the experiment and rocking 
model responses by a) O’Hagan et al. combining CF and various r values; b) the SRM and the 
MSRM with consideration to controlled rocking. During the first four cycles, the MSRM is 
shown to compare better with the experimental response than the SRM; however, a more 
significant improvement is achieved with the addition of continuous energy dissipation in the 
form of CF. 
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RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE 
The hypothesis of continuous dissipation mechanisms at the rocking interface being the 
reason why experimental motions of free-standing rocking members decay faster than the SRM 
or MSRM has not been investigated adequately. Given the current state of knowledge, this 
paper examines the dynamic decay of motion of free-standing rocking members and related 
energy dissipation characteristics using three prefabricated concrete units. The objectives of 
this study are to: 1) demonstrate that the rigid body model that relies only on impact damping 
cannot adequately capture the decaying response of free-standing rocking members; 2) present 
a set of experimental and analytical evidence to corroborate that a free-standing rocking 
member experiences two different energy dissipation mechanisms at the rocking interface; and 
3) integrate a simple continuous dissipation component to improve the MSRM formulation. 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION 
This section presents the experimental investigation undertaken using three prefabricated 
concrete units. Geometry, material properties, and reinforcement details of the units as well as 
the rocking interfaces were defined to match the characteristics of rocking concrete members 
designed for prototype buildings (e.g., Aaleti and Sritharan 2009; Sritharan et al. 2015; Nazari 
et al. 2015; Nazari et al. 2017; Twigden et al. 2017). The three members were designed to vary 
in geometry, as previous experimental studies have shown that changes in geometry influence 
the energy dissipation capabilities of rocking members (e.g. Housner 1963; Ma 2009; Wittich 
et al. 2015; Kalliontzis et al. 2016).  
Test setup and procedure 
Figure 4 presents three members that were used in the experimental investigation and 
consisted of: 1) a 35.56 x 35.56 cm2 reinforced concrete square column with an added mass 
block of planar dimensions of 127 x 30.48 (width x height) cm2 that had its center of gravity 
at 59.69 cm below the column top face (Member 1a); 2) the square concrete column with no 
added mass (Member1b); and 3) a reinforced concrete unit representing free-standing rocking 
walls with a cross sectional dimension of 17.78 x 71.12 cm2 (Member 2). 
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(a) Member 1a           (b) Member 1b        (c) Member 2 
Figure 4. Three free-standing rocking members used in the experimental investigation. 
The three members were cast using specified concrete compressive strength of 31 MPa and 
tested in the structural laboratory at Iowa State University. All three members were tested on 
the same square concrete foundation. To ensure full contact between the member and the 
foundation and to help prevent shear sliding at the member-to-foundation contact interface, a 
replaceable 2.54 cm thick non-shrink grout layer was cast at this interface, whose specified 
compressive strength was 55.16 MPa. After placing the member on the foundation, a new grout 
interface was used at the beginning of each member testing, but no improvements to the 
interface grout were made between tests of each member. Damage to the rocking members was 
minimized by placing Grade 60 steel angles at their bottom corners and firmly embedding them 
into the members using 50 mm long Grade 60 steel shear studs. These steel elements prevented 
potential crushing of cover concrete at the toes during impacts. 
The rocking members were excited in free vibration using initial target top lateral drifts 
(ITLDs) in the following order: 1%, 2%, and 3%. Each of these free vibration tests was 
repeated one to three times. Table 1 presents the key parameters of the three members related 
to their motions along with r estimates provided by the SRM (i.e., Eq. 6) and MSRM (i.e., Eq. 
7). Reinforcement details of the three members can be found in Kalliontzis et al. (2016). 
Table 1. Key parameters of the three free-standing rocking concrete members. 
Member Mass, kg R, cm α ZCG, cm p, rad/s r, SRM r, MSRM 
1a 1,611.2 101.5 0.18 99.95 2.86 0.90 0.95 
1b 542.9 85.6 0.21 83.82 2.93 0.88 0.93 
2 963.2 126.4 0.29 121.28 2.41 0.78 0.88 
*α is estimated with respect to ZCG, which represents the height of the mass center with respect to the foundation 
surface; p defines the dynamic parameter of the block as݌ ൌ ඥܯܴ݃Ȁܫ௢. 
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Instrumentation 
The instrumentation for the test units included a series of light emitting diodes (LEDs), 
which were placed on different locations of the members, as shown in Figure 5. In addition, 
two string potentiometers were used to ensure the correct initial target lateral displacement as 
well as to obtain an independent measurement of the block movement as a function of time.  
An LED sample frequency as high as 860 Hz was used for the experimental phase of 
Member 1a. However, the LED acquisition system was unable to endure such a high sampling 
rate while testing Members 1b and 2 and thus, it was reduced to 494 and 415 Hz, respectively, 
for a stable data collection for these two member tests. Reducing the sampling frequency did 
not affect the data quality.  
 
(a) Member 1a                  (b) Member 1b                (c) Member 2 
Figure 5. Locations of the LEDs on the three free-standing rocking members. 
TEST OBSERVATIONS 
Quarter Period 
A typical angular displacement response using experimental data of Member 1a is 
presented in Figure 6. It is evident from this figure that the motion is characterized by a 
shortening quarter period of vibration as the displacement amplitude decays.  
The influence on the quarter period by the rocking amplitude was reported by Muto (1960) 
and Housner (1963). They formulated an equation for estimating the rocking quarter period of 
a rigid block for a given initial angular displacement θο, which is presented in Eq. 9: 
                       11 1cosh
4 1 sgn( ) /o
T
p T T D
 ª º « »¬ ¼
                                                   (9)   
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Figure 6. Angular displacement time history of Member 1a for 3% ITLD. 
Derived from Eq. 3, Eq. 9 is associated with the continuous phase of rocking motion, 
assuming energy dissipation only during impacts. The quarter periods obtained from this 
equation for the three members are compared with experimental results in Figure 7. This figure 
shows that results from Eq. 9 and the experimental values agree better for 0.004T ! rad than 
for lower values of θ.  
A second observation is that, when 0.004T ! rad, the experimental values in Figure 7 are 
slightly underestimated by the analytical curves, particularly for Members 1b and 2. Moreover, 
most of the experimental quarter periods of Member 1a are distributed slightly below and 
slightly above the analytical curves, while some experimental values lie on the analytical curve. 
The experimental behavior of Members 1b and 2 for 0.004T  rad and the variations in quarter 
periods of Member 1a, as depicted in Figure 7, can be due to experimental conditions not being 
perfect. Imperfect test conditions have also been observed in the experimental study by Mathey 
et al. (2016) who tested a free-standing steel block that experienced out-of-plane motion, even 
though in-plane initial conditions were provided. The out-of-plane response was attributed to 
inherent asymmetries of the block.  
 
 
(a) Member 1a               (b) Member 1b                  (c) Member 2 
Figure 7. Experimental and analytical quarter periods with respect to a range of angular displacement 
amplitudes. 
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Figure 8. Absolute experimental angular displacement responses of a) Members 1a and b) Member 1b 
for 3% ITLD. 
A further investigation of this issue for the members tested here indicates that they 
experienced asymmetric responses as seen from the absolute angular displacement time 
histories for 3% ITLD in Figure 8; similar responses were observed for lower ITLDs. 
However, no measurable out-of-plane motions or sliding were recorded during testing, while 
no damage to the members was observed after the tests that could explain this behavior. 
Therefore, this type of asymmetric response is largely attributed to the imperfect contact 
surface, which should be expected due to construction tolerances. It was found that this issue 
can be satisfactorily addressed by representing the surface imperfection with a sloping surface 
in the plane of motion. Accordingly, the overall inclinations of Members 1a and 1b were 
approximated to 0.6% and 0.55%, respectively, indicating a small change in the angle will 
make noticeable impact on the free vibration response. This behavior was less pronounced in 
Member 2, for which the overall inclination was approximated to -0.06%. 
The effect of the above-referenced asymmetry is demonstrated in Figure 9 using a free-
standing rocking block and is integrated in Eq. 1 by introducing an inclination E , as follows:                            
        sin sgn sgn cos sgn sgno gI MgR u RT T D E E T T D E E T    0  ª º ª º¬ ¼ ¬ ¼ (10) 
where  sgn E  follows the sign convention defined for  sgn T . The quarter periods 
corresponding to free vibration motion as per the linearized version of Eq. 10 are computed 
using Eq. 11: 
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Figure 9. Free-standing rocking rigid block on an inclined rocking surface. 
The effect of surface inclination is demonstrated in Figure 10 using numerical solutions 
obtained from Eq. 10 with two positive values for β (these are 0.6% and 1.2%) and with the r 
per MSRM. Two similarities are found between the experimental results presented in Figures 
7 and 8 and numerical analyses in this figure. One is the sensitivity of the quarter periods on β, 
which is demonstrated in relation to the rotation amplitudes in Figure 10a. For both responses 
of non-zero β, the corresponding quarter periods are located slightly above and slightly below 
the analytical curve of β = 0%, depending on the direction of block rotation. Second, it is seen 
in Figure 10b that the displacement responses with non-zero β are characterized by asymmetric 
sequence of displacement peaks due to the assumed inclined rocking interfaces; an increase in 
the value of β leads to an increased level of asymmetry in the response.  
 
 
a) Quarter periods with respect to rotation amplitude  b) Angular displacement responses 
Figure 10. Comparison between numerically estimated responses of Member 1a using different values 
of β in Eq. 10. 
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Energy dissipation due to impacts 
Energy dissipation during impacts has been experimentally quantified in terms of r in 
Kalliontzis et al. (2016). Table 2 lists the mean values of r obtained from several impacts as 
estimated in their experimental analyses. Comparisons with analytical predictions by the SRM 
and the MSRM from Table 1 show a very good agreement between the experimental values 
and the MSRM, while large discrepancies are observed with respect to the SRM. 
Table 2. Experimental values of r by Kalliontzis et al. (2016). 
Member # of rocking impacts Experimental Mean of r 
1a 256* 0.95 
1b 135 0.93 
2 139 0.86 
 *Member 1a was subjected to a higher number of tests. 
Continuous energy dissipation 
Phase diagrams that exhibit the relationship between angular velocities and displacements 
during free vibration are developed to investigate the presence of a continuous dissipation 
component during the motions. Figure 11 presents these diagrams corresponding to 
experiments of about 3% ITLD for the three members and their comparisons with numerical 
results obtained from the MSRM, including the aforementioned inclination effects with E
values of 0.6%, 0.55%, and -0.06% for Members 1a, 1b, and 2, respectively. 
 
 
(a) Member 1a               (b) Member 1b                  (c) Member 2 
Figure 11. Phase diagrams of experimental and numerical analyses using the MSRM with inclination 
effects included. 
The experimental results show that the members experience a short-duration impact when 
θ approaches zero. During impacts, the experimental velocities decrease suddenly and recover 
to slightly reduced values. It is unclear if the drastic drop is caused by the noise in the data 
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acquisition system, because this observation is not only generally seen in analytical results and 
it translates to sudden drop in the total energy of the system. However, it is seen that there is 
some energy loss to the system before and after an impact.  
 
 
Figure 12. Angular displacement and velocity time histories of Member 1b from experimental and 
numerical analyses using the MSRM with inclination effects included. 
As seen in Figure 11, during the first quarter periods of free vibration, the experimental 
responses, particularly of Members 1b and 2, experience a gradual decay in their angular 
velocities relative to the numerical analyses, which assumed free-standing rocking motions to 
experience energy dissipation only during impacts. The differences between the analytical and 
experimental results can be seen more clearly in Figure 12, which compares the experimental 
and analytically estimated angular displacement and velocity time histories of Member 1b. 
According to this figure, not only the experimental and analytical responses deviate during the 
first quarter period, but also the experimental amplitudes decay significantly faster than the 
analytically estimated amplitudes. 
To investigate the differences between the experimental decay of motion and the numerical 
analyses by the MSRM, the corresponding time histories of energy decay were estimated. This 
can be done by computing the two dominant energy components of rocking motion, i.e., 1) 
Rotational Kinetic Energy K; and 2) Potential Energy due to gravity U, using Eqs. 12 and 13: 
      21
2 o
K I T                 (12) 
                     [cos( ) cos( )]U MgR D T D                                          (13) 
To account for the inclined contact interface, U should be estimated as: 
           [cos{( sgn( ) ) } cos( sgn( ) )]U MgR D E E T D E E                  (14) 
The total energy content of a free-standing rocking member can then be defined as the 
summation of K and U, as shown in Eq. 15: 
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Time histories of energy content from experimental and numerical results are compared in 
Figure 13 for Member 1b and its 3% ITLD test. The figure illustrates fundamental 
discrepancies between the MSRM and the experimental behavior. The experimental results 
suggest that the variation of energy content during the continuous phase of rocking between 
impacts may be approximately characterized by a convex line, which indicates the member to 
experience some energy loss and energy gain during this phase; over a full cycle, part of its 
energy content seems to be dissipated continuously. This aspect has not been captured in the 
MSRM, because the MSRM assumes no energy loss in between impacts. This is indicated by 
the horizontal lines produced in the MSRM analysis for the regions between impacts.  
 
 
Figure 13. Decay of energy content in Member 1b with time by experimental and numerical results.  
Based on the above observations, it is concluded that the MSRM, as presented, cannot 
accurately represent the experimental behavior, since the continuous energy dissipation is not 
captured. Such behavior can occur due to the flexural response of the rocking body, at the 
member-to-foundation interface, or a combination thereof. The presence of flexural 
deformations was investigated using experimental data from Member 2, as the corresponding 
LEDs in this unit were mounted at top and bottom of the rocking member at a distance of 217.2 
cm. As shown in Figure 14, the corresponding angular displacement responses obtained from 
these two LEDs agree well. This comparison indicates that deformations due to flexure within 
the member were negligible and thus that the observed continuous energy transfer would be 
unlikely to have been induced by this mechanism, but it was occurring within the member-to-
foundation interface. Accordingly, the observed energy gain is possible because of the stored 
strain energy especially in the vicinity of the contact region during an impact (i.e., member 
bottom end, grout layer, and top of foundation), which is necessary to maintain dynamic 
equilibrium of forces at the rocking interface. As explained in Kalliontzis (2014), these forces 
increase significantly during an impact and decrease immediately after the impact. Due to this 
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decrease in the forces, part of the stored strain energy recovers, resulting in gain of kinetic 
energy for the rocking member.  
 
Figure 14. Angular displacement time history of Member 2 for about 3% ITLD as captured by top and 
bottom LEDs. 
ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION 
Finite element modeling (FEM) 
Using Abaqus 6.13, FEM was employed in an attempt to capture the measured free 
vibrations analytically, especially the inclined rocking interfaces and the continuous phase of 
rocking energy content. FE models of Members 1a and 1b were created for this purpose, as 
surface imperfection was suspected to be pronounced in these two members based on the 
experimental behavior seen in Figure 8. The two models are presented in Figure 15 and some 
of their details are as follows:  
1. Free-standing rocking members, the grout interface, and the foundation surface experienced 
no visible damage during testing and therefore all materials were modeled as elastic. 
2. Dimensions of columns in both models replicated the test columns; however, a smaller 
foundation (i.e., 63.5 x 63.5 x 10.16 cubic cm–length x width x height) was used to minimize 
the computation time of the analyses without influencing the analysis outcomes.  
3. Elements in the models were discretized as detailed below: 
i. Column: The upper and lower parts were meshed using C3D8R, 8-node brick elements. 
C3D10M, 10-node quadratic tetrahedron elements, were used to form the transition layer of 
5.08 cm height, which is indicated in Figure 15. A finer uniform mesh (element edge length 
of 1.27 cm) of C3D8R elements was used for the bottom 38.1 cm height of the column to 
ensure no effect of the transition layer on the FE analysis results. The top part of the column 
was discretized using coarse mesh size of element edge length of 3.05 cm.   
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ii. Foundation and grout layer: Meshed with C3D8R elements and element edge length of 2.54 
cm, and used the same element mesh properties as the column. 
iii. Mass block: Meshed with C3D8R elements and element edge length of 3.05 cm, and used 
the same element mesh properties as the column.  
iv. Mild steel reinforcement: Meshed with T3D2, 2-node linear 3-D truss elements, and element 
length of 2.54 cm. 
4. As with the test setup, the grout layer was placed on top of the foundation and had 
dimensions of 63.5 x 63.5 x 2.54 cubic cm. The steel angles located at the bottom corners of 
the column were not specifically accommodated in the models, as it was found that they had 
insignificant influence on the FE responses. To represent experimental conditions accurately, 
the FE models also included the previously estimated slope at the member-to-foundation 
interface. The option of ‘General Contact’ was used to develop the contact algorithm that 
modelled the member-to-grout contact interaction, as this contact option can be used to allow 
lifting of the member base off the grout surface with no resistance against surface separation. 
Contact in the normal direction used the option ‘Hard Contact’, which ensures no contact 
pressure for surfaces being separated and imposes no limits on the magnitude of applied contact 
pressures. Contact in the tangential direction used the option ‘Rough Contact’ to ensure no 
relative horizontal motion between the two contact surfaces. More information about the 
above-referenced contact options can be found in the Abaqus Analysis User’s Guide, Abaqus 
6.13. 
5. As per sample tests, material definitions for the column, mass block, and foundation used a 
value of 26.4 GPa for Young’s modulus and a value of 0.2 for Poisson’s ratio. The material 
definition for the grout layer used a value of 41.4 GPa for Young’s modulus and a value of 0.2 
for Poisson’s ratio. 
6. Similar to previous research studies on dynamic finite element modelling of rocking 
members, the Rayleigh damping was employed to account for all energy dissipation 
mechanisms in the two models (e.g. Belleri et al. 2013; Kalliontzis 2014; Kalliontzis and 
Sritharan 2014; Nazari et al. 2017). As shown in Kalliontzis (2014), Rayleigh damping can 
adequately capture the impact and continuous energy dissipation at the rocking interface in 
free-standing rocking members. Values of ALPHA = 0.7 were assigned to the grout layer and 
column material definitions for the 2 and 3% ITLD tests, and ALPHA = 1.8 for the 1% ITLD 
test. The chosen ALPHA values were empirically selected so as to improve the correlation of 
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FEM displacement responses to the experimental displacements and demonstrate the existence 
of continuous energy dissipation. A value of BETA = 0 was selected in all cases as it was found 
that a non-zero value can: a) cause the model displacement responses to further diverge from 
the experimental responses; and b) require a significantly small analysis time step, since a 
damping dependent numerical method is used by the FEA software (Abaqus Analysis User’s 
Guide, Abaqus 6.13). 
7. The explicit direct integration method available in Abaqus 6.13 was used for the analyses, 
which were conducted in three steps. In the first step, a prescribed ITLD was imposed to the 
rocking member, which was constrained against out-of-plane movement. In the second step, 
the member was additionally constrained against horizontal movement, but was allowed to 
move vertically; this step aimed at capturing the decay of kinetic energy imparted to the 
member during the first step while eliminating any undesirable sliding motion of the member 
with respect to the grout surface. In the last step, all constraints, except for the out-of-plane 
constraint, were removed, and the member was released to rock in a free vibration mode. 
  
(a) Member 1a   (b) Member 1b 
Figure 15. FE models developed for two free-standing rocking members. 
Figures 16 and 17 present angular displacement responses obtained from the FE 
simulations in comparison with measured responses. The comparisons show a good agreement 
between FE analyses and experiments for both members over several cycles. The analytical 
and experimental results begin to deviate after 6-7 cycles, except for Member 1b and the ITLDs 
of 1 and 2%. The discrepancies for Member 1b could be stemming from the difference between 
the actual imperfection at the rocking interface and the assumed imperfection. This difference 
could be more significant in Member 1b and likely pronounced for the 1% ITLD test due to 
the increasing contact surface with decrease in the drift level, as has been explained in Ma 
(2009) and Aaleti and Sritharan (2009).  
Transition layer of 
C3D10M elements 
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Figure 16. Experimental and FE angular displacement responses of Member 1a, where ALPHA = 0.7 
was used in the FEM for the 2% and 3% ITLD tests and ALPHA = 1.8% for the 1% ITLD test. 
 
 
Figure 17. Experimental and FE angular displacement responses of Member 1b, where ALPHA = 0.7 
was used in the FEM for the 2% and 3% ITLD tests and ALPHA = 1.8% for the 1% ITLD test. 
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a) Member 1a                                                b)  Member 1b 
Figure 18. Angular displacement and velocity time histories of Members 1a and 1b for 3% ITLD from 
experimental and FE analyses. 
Figure 18 presents the decays of angular displacement and velocity amplitudes for the 
FEMs and experiments. It is seen that, including the continuous energy dissipation, FEMs are 
able to capture the decay of displacement and velocity amplitudes with significantly more 
accuracy than the MSRM, whose results were presented in Figure 12. For example, the 
analysis by the MSRM for Member 1b estimates an angular velocity amplitude just before the 
first impact that is higher than the experimental value by 19.9%; this error difference reduces 
to 9.3% by the FEMs. Also clear from this figure is that such improved predictions would not 
be possible without including the continuous energy dissipation in the FEMs (i.e., when FEM 
with ALPHA = 0 is used).  
Comparisons of experimental phase diagrams with the corresponding FE results are 
presented in Figure 19. It is seen that the angular displacement vs. velocity trajectories by FE 
analyses are in close agreement with the experimental response for both members than the 
results obtained from the MSRM, as presented in Figure 11. For example, looking at the first 
quarter period in the experiment of Member 1b, the FE analysis effectively matches the 
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experimental trajectory, and the two trajectories deviate only when the angular displacement 
approaches zero, at which point the quality of the experimental data can be compromised due 
to the noise in the data acquisition system.  
 
 
a) Member 1a                     b)  Member 1b 
Figure 19. Comparisons of phase diagrams obtained from experiments and FE analyses. 
To investigate the energy decay experienced by FEMs in relation to experimental results 
and the MSRM, Figure 20 presents their time-histories of total energy content in Members 1b. 
The FE analysis reproduces the measured decay of total energy content more accurately, except 
for the sudden drop during impact, which, as discussed before, may not be real. Most 
importantly, it produces a continuous phase of energy content that is similar to the 
experimentally measured response. 
 
 
Figure 20. Time-histories of total energy content in Member 1b for the ITLD of 3%. 
MSRM 
Given the better understanding of the response of free-standing rocking concrete bodies 
from test data and FE analyses, this section investigates how the MSRM can be improved to 
capture their responses accurately. Specifically, the following features are integrated into the 
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MSRM formulation: 1) inclination of the rocking surface; 2) continuous energy loss; and 3) 
energy gain that occurs right after an impact. The improved formulation is validated by 
comparing the corresponding analysis results with the test data.  
Eq. 10 has already included the inclination of the rocking interface. Continuous energy 
transfer is integrated assuming terms that vary linearly with the angular velocity. Accordingly, 
under natural decay of free-standing rocking motion, Eqs. 16 and 17 describe two of the four 
phases in a full rocking cycle; the remaining two phases can be derived similarly. For
0, 0T T!  , continuous energy loss is included in the MSRM as per Eq. 16. A damping 
coefficient c is integrated in Eq. 16 so as to model the continuous energy loss in the rocking 
member. This equation describes the phase with initial conditions of RT T  and 0T  ; this 
phase ends at 0T  . For 0, 0T T  , Eq. 17 describes the subsequent phase that starts at 0T   
and RT T ,  and ends at 0T  . In Eq. 17, the analysis assumes some energy gain to the free-
standing rocking member. The energy gain is included assuming the coefficient ge , as shown 
below. 
    sin( ) 0oI MgR cT D T T                  (16) 
             sin( ) 0o gI MgR eT D T T                                                    
(17) 
where  sgnD D E E  . 
Table 3 presents the c and ge  values selected to achieve good correlation with the 
experiments. Similar to the FE simulations, higher c values were appropriate for the 1% ITLD 
tests. It is noted that the c values are higher than the ge values, indicating that the MSRM 
ultimately experiences continuous energy dissipation over a full cycle. The ratio of ge /c was 
about 0.7 except for Member 2 when ITLD was 1%.  
Table 3. Properties of the three members associated with the continuous energy dissipation 
  c, kN-m-s ge , kN-m-s  
  1% ITLD 2-3% ITLD 1% ITLD 2-3% ITLD 
Rocking 
Member 
1a 3.62 0.96 2.50 0.67 
1b 2.03 1.75 1.40 1.23 
2 1.92 1.30 0.96 0.85 
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Figures 21-23 compare the experimentally obtained angular displacement responses with 
those obtained from the original MSRM and the MSRM with continuous energy dissipation 
(designated as MSRM-CD), where both models use the r of MSRM as indicated in Table 1. 
The figures show that, when compared to the original MSRM, the MSRM-CD significantly 
improves correlation to the experimental responses for the most part of the responses. 
 
 
Figure 21. Comparisons between experimental and analytical angular displacement responses of 
Member 1a. 
 
 
Figure 22. Comparisons between experimental and analytical angular displacement responses of 
Member 1b. 
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Figure 23. Comparisons between experimental and analytical angular displacement responses of 
Member 2. 
Next, phase diagrams by the MSRM-CD are compared with the experimental phase 
diagrams in Figure 24. Comparing to the MSRM estimates, previously shown in Figure 11, 
improved accuracy is achieved by the MSRM-CD, as this model better estimates the 
experimental trajectories.  
 
 
(a) Member 1a                 (b) Member 1b                    (c) Member 2 
Figure 24. Phase diagrams from experimental and numerical analyses using the MSRM-CD. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Using experimental and analytical means, this paper has investigated the dynamic response 
characteristics of free-standing rocking concrete members. The experimental investigation 
included three free-standing prefabricated concrete members of various cross-section, 
slenderness, and mass. The test data revealed that these members dissipate energy during 
impacts as well as in a continuous manner at the member-to-foundation interface in between 
impacts. The continuous energy dissipation was not systematically quantified in previous 
studies although its possible existence was hypothesized. Experimental data also revealed that 
any imperfection at the member-to-foundation interface (e.g., a slightly sloping interface) will 
introduce noticeable asymmetric responses for free-standing rocking members. These 
asymmetries and energy dissipation during the continuous phases of rocking were more 
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pronounced for smaller ITLDs. Another confirmed observation was that the rocking 
prefabricated concrete member gains energy following each impact, which could be due to 
release of the stored elastic energy in the vicinity of the impact regions.  
The test observations were simulated using FE models and the MSRM. FE simulations 
included a Rayleigh damping model to simulate energy dissipation and sloping rocking 
surfaces to capture the anomalies of the rocking interface. All around, FE simulations achieved 
good correlations to the experimental responses, including time-histories of angular 
displacement, phase diagrams, and the continuous energy dissipation. 
Although the MSRM simulated the rocking responses poorly, it is shown that its accuracy 
can be significantly improved by integrating velocity-dependent terms to account for the 
continuous energy loss, sloping rocking surfaces, and an energy gain coefficient (i.e., MSRM-
CD). Responses produced by the MSRM-CD compared well with the experimental responses. 
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